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                                Unfettered Industrialisation – we reap what we sow, good or bad 

Was it not recently that you complained about the horrendous traffic snarl that you encountered on your way to office? Were you not rankled 

by the elevated price of properties that you were eyeing? And the list goes on and on ……….but it is not true that everybody is complaining.  

Ever heard of that simpleton living at peace with the environment in the village setting?  It is also true that you will have less high blood 

pressure if you live in the villages provided you are not the one chasing after assets! So how did we land in such a situation like that in the 

cities? For that we will need to look back many years before we embark on industrialisation.  What is it got to do with industrialisation? 

Looking back, we were much contended then living in an agricultural setting doing our job taking care of our food crops, eking out just a 

fraction of what we can earn a day in the cities. But we were happy then not knowing what others were earning in city states and we went 

early to bed as we were normally tired from a day’s work tending to our crops. Well, if you are a city folk for all your life you would not be 

able to appreciate the kind of feeling at peace with yourself thing that the rural folks had enjoyed.  And if you want to feel as good as the 

rural folks, you can still do so if you were to move to the villages. However if money has hogged your conscience, then moving to the village 

will not help because once you know about the so called good life that city states affords you, you will again start dreaming about the other 

patch is greener than the one that you are on! Of course not everyone will dream of living in the villages and some will want to stay put in 

towns even though they have to contend with traffic congestions and ever inflating land prices. You will get use to all these aberrations as 

time goes and you will even feel uncomfortable not being in one.  

What has industrialisation made our place as it is now? In simple terms, industrialisation means the setting up of manufacturing plants be 

they for our daily consumption or for exports. But we are of the opinion that manufacturing is good for the societies as they do provide us 

jobs if we are not comfortable with tending to our crops. However, we do have to be uncomfortable with unfettered industrialisation because 

if left unchecked will bring about ills like urban congestions as if everyone is only caring for himself with nary a thought about what it brings 

about to others. Dream chasers if left to their own devises will bring forth societal ills. Crimes and unfriendly neighbours easily come to mind 

when everyone thinks about himself. It is even worse now that people are finding it obvious to do by reaching for their cell phones when they 

need to communicate with others even when both of them are reachable in the same room! Even the younger ones do that as if that is the 

only path. So it is not surprise that society is breaking up and for that we have to blame it on industrialisation, or for a better word, for un-

checked industrialisation.  Who else could we nail the course of our ills? Thus, we have to manage industrialisation or at least we have to 

properly plan industrialisation because we cannot afford to have people cluttered together like in a refugee camp. People get to rub with 

each other when they are close to each other, and often needs to feel the presence of each other even though they might not have the 

intention of seeing each other in a society of dream chasers (after the dough for survival) that we often encounter in an urban setup. Again 

we will find relief if we were to live in the villages! But we cannot afford not to have industrialisation otherwise we will have not enough jobs to 

go around. Yes, we do need industrialisation but we have to take a look from a different angle as the one that we have cannot bring us 

comfort even as Industry 4.0 is knocking at our door.  

 

                                                     

                                                                   Industrial pollution 

 

Industrialisation was the catch word for most of the governments for the past fifty years except for those isolated ones that need not have to 

depend on developments to survive in this dog bite dog world. Small isolated countries that possess beautiful landscapes that people cannot 

get enough of don’t need to get into manufacturing. For them it is just keeping their environment as clean as possible so that visitors will feel 

like on cloud nine as they devour the beauty of the god created edifices. But for the rest it would mean industrialisation as much as possible 

like there is competition from others who share the same landscape. Indeed, industrialisation is the answer to our prayer to live a better live. 

This is also the prayer for most democratic governments caught between having an answer to what they promised their electorates and the 

ability to govern. Autocratic governments of course do not have to abide by these terms and some from the group do  a better job as they 

could effect a faster change as long as they do not hog the harvest for themselves. By and large, industrialisation does seem to be the 



keyword for a harmonious society although it might have slackened a bit of late due to the internet for allowing a so called level playing field 

regardless of whether you are small or big. So, even as we are speaking of entering the state of industrial revolution 4.0, we are faced with 

whether we are better off if we become more efficient in our manufacturing prowess or perhaps we are better off by remaining where we are. 

There is a real worry that small economies might not benefit from the revolution or worse small economies might be excluded from 

embracing the revolutionary elements due to their economies still remained in the second revolution stage.  

Summing up the benefits from industrialisation will not be difficult task as most people who are now enjoying good jobs and thus good pays 

will be able to attest to those benefits that they cannot not to enjoy. For that matter, urbanisation and all its other ills, apparently or otherwise, 

will just be a small price to pay. However, how long will it go before big cities will be shrouded in smog and its inhabitants suffering from 

stress can endure without the society breaking down with dire consequences? Even more dire if we were to look at China where due to its 

relatively rapid industrialisation in its western coast, where rural people who were chasing after a decent meal have to abandon their olds 

and young have to make a journey to a land that is at first almost alien to what they have all these long known when they were habituating in 

remote villages. As if you are from agriculture to manufacturing does not stress you enough, the lifestyle change from an agrarian to an 

assembly line workout will definitely drop all your hope in bringing enough dough to help feed those who you have reluctantly abandon from 

home. Chinese migrant workers don’t have much of a choice as far as choosing their best jobs as they need to prioritise to get their first pay 

check in the cities as soon as possible bearing in mind that they only brought along a meagre amount of salvaged money to just survive the 

harsh and often un-civilised environment that they hoped to give them a new leash of life. Finding decent accommodations in the cities 

certainly makes the most stressful journey as there is a real lack of them as nobody of decent mind will go build them. Accommodations, if 

they are available in the industrial hubs like Shenzhen are normally ramshackle and costly and certainly not appealing to the village 

bumpkin; a short term alternative is to live in the five foot ways if the authorities keep a close eye. Moreover, space as we know it is a real 

shock to the village bumpkin but what other choice do you have because when they plan for industrialisation they do very little to 

accommodate workers stay. Even today we don’t hear of industrial towns having worker’s stay a part of the equation.  Thus when we talk 

about industrialisation we mean making as much money as fast as possible without a nary of thought for decently accommodating those 

who is going to pit their lives working stress out for the employers. Looks there is not much progress from those days of early western 

industrialisation! The only difference is that today you will see that the workers are ferried to the factories from their remote accommodations 

to their workplace by air conditioned coaches. And that is also for some of the luckier ones as the rest will need to pedal their bicycles (if 

they can get hold of one) as their only practical choice.   As far as we know, lives have been miserable for those who were temporary 

abandoned; the very young and the elderly who were left in villages to fend for themselves.  And that is not progress to say the least for they 

have become the victims of unfettered industrialisation but would most likely be forgotten being part of the equation.  In a less severe 

situation, we are also seeing the destruction of a socially amicably group in the villages as they also face abandonment as their adults 

migrates to urban areas to seek out for jobs in factories. Fortunately, most of these villages do retain some of their traditional activities like 

small scale farming and animal husbandry which can be handled by the capable elderlies. There should be some governmental help to 

sustain these activities as they have become essential to prevent a total collapse of rural societies. But there is a better option that is termed 

Reverse IR 4.0 which will be explained in a later chapter which will help curtail unnecessary urban migration. Reverse IR 4.0 or Reverse 

Industry 4.0 has most of the elements of Industrial Revolution 4.0 but is tweaked for small scale manufacturing which is suitable for rural 

settings. 

 

                                                                       

                                                                                    traffic congestions 

 

Most governments are actually very dependent on bringing industrialisation. They go to all lengths to promise the one who is going to elect 

them that industrialisation will help create jobs. Jobs are synonymous with youths and especially those who graduate from universities. As 

another part of the equation of industrialisation is the ability to lure foreign investors and in order to do that you will need to factor in things 

like political stability and adequate investments in infrastructure.  Also other criteria will include cheap labour and availability of energy and 

raw materials. Even without some of these essential items, some emerging economies are showing successes as they become the 

reluctantly become a strategic partner of bigger economic states. With adequate money pumped in from the bigger states, these weaker 

economies do get to enjoy some form of developments but also suffer from some aspects of sovereignty as the bigger economies often 

come bearing with unsavoury request. In these cases, industrialisation does not benefit its populace; rather it is designed to serve the 

master state.  



 

                                                           

                                                                        Housing clutter 

 

City folks often benefit from a huge range of services that is not found in the rural environment so it offsets some of the drawbacks of living in 

an industrialised enclave. You get everything in a higher proportion in urban areas like pollution, traffic snarls and higher cost of living. City 

folks are often classed as dream chasers because they spent their time chasing after money which they need to pay off to sustain a better 

living condition. If you were to inadvertently find yourself in the crowd you will often not be able to get out from the rut whilst you are being 

reluctantly pushed along that mad journey. The only way of course is to leave for the villages but then again you have fallen in the trap 

chasing after material gains and it would be a huge undertaking to withdraw from dream chasing. Time is always at a bargain when you live 

in the cities because you will need to waste your time in getting to your workplace and travelling back. True, it is now possible to see city 

scape with mass rapid transits that help in reducing the number of vehicles on the road. Unfortunately, mass transit platforms do not 

integrate well with where people want to move as townships are built first before mass transit comes into the picture. Of course there are 

modern townships that are designed with the transport taken into consideration.  But industrialisation is another after thought all together, 

often not proposed if the population is below a certain level. Industrial estates are often sited at places with good logistical connections. 

Ports and rail lines can make a lot of difference when siting industry enclaves and although the lack of it does hamper performances, 

cheaper labour will come into the equation to offset a higher transport cost. Living conditions then are not given priority and thus we have 

many people struggling to make a decent living. Industrialisation or unfettered industrialisation often put people last and as a result, people 

do not wish to put their lives in the map of industrial estates if they have a choice. Could we then see structural changes to the setting up of 

industrial estates? Of course it is possible especially when we are talking about greater automations. Automation affords one to control from 

a remote site and people do not need to do the traditional way of going to work and back as they can work from a remote area. Thus the 

future of industrialisation will see a change where it is built taking into consideration things like automation and robotics. Also with less 

people working on repetitive jobs, people might find that it is better to go back to the rural areas to find a decent job that they perform without 

having to endure the rigours of working in towns. Industry 4.0 calls for increasing the efficiency of how we run our plants but might also 

initiate a revolution for people to move back to the rural area since efficiency will cut down waste and more people will find themselves not 

employable in Industry 4.0 era. We will then see a lowering of cost of living in the urban areas with probably a down trend of property prices. 

Good for everyone it seems. Not forgetting less pollution which will mean less stress which will mean less sickness and so and so…… 

 

                                                          

                                                             ah…..the beauty and peace of rural 

 

Going back to the villages does not mean that we have our problems solved. For one thing, we will need to address available housing. 

Cheap houses can be built because land prices are cheap. But we should not encourage people to move back to the village in a hasty 

fashion, least village land will go up in cost. Let them come back in a most natural way but also get the authorities to do some planning as 

regards to employments, entrepreneurs and the availability of water and sufficient power. Do we also need industrialisation in the villages? 

Certainly yes, but not the kind of industrialisation that you see in the towns because the purpose is different and the support is different.  

Rural areas normally are agriculture cantered or they may be some animal husbandry activities as land is aplenty.  So the form of industry is 



of the smaller scales and its products must find customers in the near hinterland. There is of course a multitude of industries for the rural 

regions and some of it can even embrace Industry 4.0 elements provided there is connectivity. The future of village industry is indeed very 

bright as it is a spot that we have forgotten in our haste to set up manufacturing in the urban areas. Together with the concept of Reverse IR 

4.0, which will be elaborate later and with the support of the authorities, rural industrialisation will see a revolution much bigger than the one 

effected by Industry 4.0 in the urban settings. Again we will see people living in peace with them as stress is very much reduced. Living in a 

less polluted and less congested area will bring about benefits that we have forgotten on our haste to industrialise in the urban areas. Hack, 

we are more comfortable with an agrarian environment as most of us had begun with in pre-industrialisation days. As with food, we will get 

to enjoy that wholesome yet simple food that we have most probably forgotten as we rush to the nearest fast food joint to quench our 

hunger. Less salt, less sugar and fresh from the farm will drive away all unnecessary sickness that is the norm in our so called modern 

lifestyle. Of course in its marketing hype, townsfolk are also lured to fast food joints that touted they offer green and healthy food but which 

often comes with a higher carbon footprint! Green food but brought about with a pinch of pollution. It is a wonder why authorities never 

encourage industries to move to the village but yet they go around preaching for a small carbon footprint. Of course there are plenty of small 

industries that are sited half way between the village and the town and if you were to call you will find people working at ease unlike those 

that seem to be rushing to finish their job. There are also plenty of industrial estates in rather rural areas and there are sited there due to 

lower cost. One of those that choose to site at rural areas is the food industry. They often need to use plenty of water but also need to 

discharge a large amount of waste water. The regulation normally requires them to treat their discharge but due to cost cutting, some of 

these plants choose to site at remote areas where enforcements are less stringent and they normally managed to get away.  

 

An amicable solution to move industrialisation away from urban centres 

It seems to be the norm to build industrial estates in urban areas because you will easily find suitable workers there and this seems to be 

even more critical in the face of Industry 4.0 as qualified workers will find their way there and willing to stay there to work due to the many 

facilities made available. However, if you were to look at these cities you will find that there is something wrong there. You will find people 

crushing into each other. Then you have far too many vehicles each trying their best to secure a space for themselves. Or the very 

unhealthy air that you are exposed to as well as smog that seems to bedevil many of the cities of China and India. Even in Bangkok where 

smog filled much of the city, authorities had to use drones to spray liquid and molasses into the air to help clear its skies of smog particles. 

Will other cities face the same problem then? Authorities just don’t know what to do about it except to carve out more roads and parking lots. 

Sure these guys are now touting electric cars which they said is greener to operate. It would be greener if they had used renewable energy 

to charge these vehicles but they don’t as for now. Even so you can’t put more and more vehicles on the roads so a better solution is to 

encourage the use of rapid transit route ways. Come to think about it is high time we look at the need of people travelling to and back for 

work. For one thing, people need not clock in the normal way just to show that they are working. With Industry 4.0 elements embraced, we 

can work anywhere. Hopefully, employers see to that they have to change the way business is done and the sooner they do the better. Now, 

you also don’t need to build offices as the way they are because there won’t be the need for so many of them. So builders please be aware; 

don’t continue to build offices in any piece of land like there is no tomorrow! Demographics will change as people adapt to the need to go to 

office at the designated time. Less people, less traffic and less office hours will have a greener impact on society. Anyway, do office workers 

perform as well as they claim to be? Wasting time seems to be the tag line! 

We are all very proud that our town is growing. From township they grow to cities and beyond. Of course growth is good and should be 

promoted. But too fast a growth is to be avoided because you can’t or a reluctance by the authorities to provide adequate facilities like water 

and accommodations because it all means expenses. This is in contrast to old Japanese towns that have shrunk due to habitants moving 

out for some reason. Ghost towns and ghost factories are common in Japan and China. What went wrong? Well, people do have reasons 

for moving out but generally, towns do grow as people are good at multiplying themselves. There is also an alternative thinking in that 

townsfolk should be encouraged to move to villages. Of course we will need to provide jobs there and we should. Taking cognisance of not 

having too many people in the urban areas, there is indeed a way to attract people to move to villages. In general, villages are surrounded 

by farms or agricultural activities. But farming is hard work and agriculture is back breaking, so how do you attract people to move back to 

villages? Can we help set up factories so that they can give people jobs? Yes, of course we can but not the type of factories that you see in 

towns. They are smaller to begin with and they must also suite the environment.  If you start a production unit and you hope that the 

populace will support buying from you, you will have to think of a smaller market and so your production unit will have to be small, maybe not 

those in cities where they run twenty four hours non-stop. Business in the villages will be different as it is of a small scale and should be 

designed to cater to its near hinterland for a start. Although small scale manufacturing is associated with low technology, it need not be and 

instead it could incorporate high technology with the advent of Industry 4.0 and indeed we should only set up small scale manufacturing with 

incorporation of high technology. Elements of Industry 4.0 features can include automation, data analytics and additive manufacturing. 

Especially with additive manufacturing or 3 D printing, we can actually start small. Small scale manufacturing added with mass customization 

may rule the day in rural settings. There are plenty of new products that are suited for Industry 4.0 implementation. There are also products 

that we have no knowledge at this moment in time as technologies evolve very fast. Innovations will rule the day and where innovations are 

concerned, whatever the mind can conceive, it will be make possible. In this respect, Industry 4.0 thinking will be our thrust to the future. 

Industrialisation as we know off will be very much a different game where small is the new black. We cannot follow the thinking of economist 

that if we have to do anything we will be better off with economies of scale. Industry 4.0 and its derivatives will put paid to new thinking about 

how we produce and how we sell. Economists, both eminent and not so eminent will have to go back to school if we have to face with the 

reality that big economies are going to war because they need to dump their excess products to others. The other reality is that we should 

only produce enough for our own domestic consumption and if there is any excess, then we can export them but not at dumping prices. This 

formula will make our world more liveable because it would have showed that we have respect for others and others will accord back respect 



to us. There is of course a real worry that if we were to incorporate full automation, then there will be fewer jobs for humans to talk about. 

Fewer jobs for a growing population could cause chaos! For one thing, our population is set on auto to grow because reproducing has 

overtaken by all the wars and calamities have taken away from us. But can we face fewer job creations, jobs of the kind that we are use to 

recognise? Of course we can’t, so we will have to rethink on how to create more jobs even if we were to leave with no other choice than to 

embrace full automation. If we were to take a closer look, we will realise albeit with a pinch of salt that the big elephant in the room is none 

other than mega production setup like those you see in industrial estates. They were brought about because of economies of scale; the 

bigger the better. And because of that, we have people flocking to these establishments taking abode there and chancing on getting big fat 

jobs leaving the village folks feeling envious. Big set ups are synonymous with efficiency but only if we don’t take into consideration of its 

hidden ills. Small villages are relatively deserted because most of the most productive inhabitants have moved to the towns to get jobs. What 

we have is a place inhabited by the very young and the older ones and in most cases they are left to fend for themselves. Another sad truth 

is that you can’t find decent jobs in the villages and this inadvertently give rise to graduates no more considering going back to rural areas 

where they originated to get their dream jobs once they leave the learning institutions. Perpetual depletion is so endemic, nobody has a 

solution and lest of all the government. Of course lately the authorities have touted high tech jobs in the agricultural field if graduates were to 

take them up with incentives to boot. But that is entrepreneurism and most of our graduates do not have the gumption to take on. Perhaps 

we have to change the education system as well! However, to change the education system will need real political will power and no 

government will want to take the risk. Except for a few futures looking ones that has partially taken the path but the days are still young as to 

whether they will succeed. Maybe it is a job for the few authoritarian ones that are gifted with total control of their populace like China and 

North Korea. There is a certainty that the education system is no more suitable for Industry 4.0 and the elites of the educational web knows 

that but they shy away from instituting changes as they do not want to unsettled their rice bowls. First to be off the selves will be rote 

learning and we will need to cast it away the soonest. Why do you want to torture yourself learning by hard what you can easily find on the 

net? Anyway most people will do their checking on the internet even if they believe that they already have the answer. There is no harm in 

double checking even if you will find multiple answers there. One useful skill is to use your intelligence to decide which is correct and which 

is spam or learn that when you are in university. An exciting development at the university is one where you live, eat and sleep with the 

robots! You learn by taking care of the robots and if you are stuck, go and get some tips from the industry people whose take home pay 

depends on how long they keep the robots working. You learn faster by the apprenticeship way; asking and handholding goes a long way. 

And that is the first step the educationist has to take in the face of Industry 4.0 embracement before we meet face to face with 

unemployment. To tell the truth, the educationist really does not know what to do as they will have to learn about the effects of Industry 4.0 

themselves. The revolution, so they said is at bay now and whether you like it or not, changes has to be made as industrialist has to face 

Globalisation 4.  

Globalisation seems an easy catch word but Globalisation 4 seems a bit far fetch because you now have the world’s great two economies at 

war with each other. One said they are better off if they close down their overseas appendages and the other said it is better to have legs all 

over the globe. Globalisation is the result of putting your money in other states to enjoy a cheaper cost of production for your worldview 

products. As a result of it you now have a global supply chain with companies sprouting out branches all over the place where you find 

efficiency. But a day may come when economies can take it no more and real war erupts and that horizon is not far off. Of course it will be 

naïve that other issues will not be taken into considerations if indeed war erupts. Wars are after all complicated so they do not happen very 

often but small wars happen every day. One sure way to avert war is to scale down globalisation but that will not be easy either. How can we 

go reverse? Yes, we can and we must before the explosion begins and we should all be worried because WW3 will see a very different 

ending, if there is indeed an end to it. America, China, Russia, Iran and Europe have all amassed new mass destruction weapons and if all 

are released then, Armageddon stares in our face! 

Hopefully we do not have to come to war but you never will know as all you need is just one mad guy to help trigger discord. And we have 

that don’t us?  

Globalisation, if unfettered does have plenty of ills just like when you allow a free for all for free food. It is more suitable for the big guys 

though and from the look of it the small guys are left out of the equation.  Thus small economies are left in the lurch with many completely 

left out and remain stuck in just supplying raw materials. Globalisation and on a smaller scale its unimpeded industrialisation needs some 

adjustments and one of the urgent issue is that of having too much of the same kind of manufacturing in any locality. Even small economies 

have this problem and when you have similar types of manufacturing in any locality you will need to deal with under cutting of prices. It is 

easier to cut prices than to diversify into other products. This scenario is often played out with really small enterprises who would normally 

find it difficult to diversify their products due to the lack of research and development. It is a like a dog bite dog type of business and at the 

end of the day if cost cutting don’t work, then they just have to fold up! But even if the majority of the small guys get folded up, globalisation 

still goes on as the bigger guys find that they now have everything to themselves, which will mean that we will just have to grudgingly buy 

their products.  

For some time now, small economies just followed the industrialisation model of the bigger economies. For lack of ideas and innovations, 

these small economies just copied what others are doing so you will see the setting up of so called strategic businesses like steel and 

aluminium plants even as they don’t operate with economies of scale. So when the bigger guys dump in their products, usually below cost of 

production to the smaller guys, hell broke loose and so you have tariffs installed to help prevent industry collapse.  The problem is that there 

is such a thing as a strategic industry. Countries are very much afraid when they have to wage war against another because war disrupts the 

normal flow of imports and exports. Thus you have countries thinking about food security and other securities, some of which don’t actually 

works because it is not possible to isolate any single industry to be not affected when a general disruption occurs. This is certainly so for 

small economies so it would be better to form groups like that of ASEAN or EU. And even when you are in a group, there should be logical 

adjustments to the industrial structures as you will still need to not allocate your resources to too many similar industries operating in a 



location least they go to compete with each other causing unnecessary attrition damage. In practice, governments big and small normally go 

out and attract investments into their states and they have been doing it for the past decades without encountering problems. This, however 

need a new thinking because industries are evolving into self-contained entities that is able to tout full automation and the need of less man 

power to run. Industries if left to themselves will go about producing like there is no tomorrow. Unplanned (by the authorities) Industrialisation 

will lead to waste of resources so at issue is for the authorities to mete out a kind of restriction as to what type of industry to be located 

where about. It is going to be smart manufacturing and not only that there must be smart strategy so that we don’t have too much 

competition among the many stakeholders. In short, another smaller revolution to better manages industrialisation in the face of the 

onslaught of Industry 4.0 and its other derivatives. Government of small economies must take note of this because they won’t have the 

resources to ape the bigger guys as we are talking about full automation and robotics which is costly. This smart strategy is outlined in the 

concept of Reverse IR 4.0 which will be elaborated later.  

Although restructuring industry to conform to Reverse IR 4.0 will come with a cost, it will not bankrupt governments. Rather, Reverse IR 4.0 

will in a practical way, help reverse the ill effects of unfettered industrialisation, which most people think is the way to go in order to help 

create jobs. With Reverse IR 4.0, you will see the emergence of many small industry, strategically located to serve first the rural areas and 

equally important to bring back live in the villages while all the time enabling entities to embrace Industry 4.0 elements. It is also a means to 

build up a viable ecosystem within small economies which was lost when China became the factory of the world that began to leave us 

without a choice but to buy from China.  One of the chief tenets of Reverse IR 4.0 is not to sell at rock bottom prices. There will be 

meaningful revenue deriving from small scale manufacturing, and also social harmony made possible because people don’t have to flock to 

urban centres to seek for a living.  Indeed the time has come to refurbish our industry to move into the next century and to do so without 

having to incur great cost. But the deal of the day will be innovations and lots of it, coming from local fraternity so as to minimize cost and to 

allow your own guys chip in in this small revolution. 

A solution called Reverse Industry Revolution 4.0 or alternatively named Reverse IR 4.0 

It is now an undeniable fact that in most small economies have lost their industry eco-system due to their uncompetitive cost. Even bigger 

economies have fall into this death trap if the emergence of trade wars is anything to go by. By and large due to old mind sets, industrial 

players when confronted with competitions do feel at a lost as to what to do. When competitions rear its head, it is not only the industry that 

is affected but also its eco-system. For any industry you do not make all the components so you will need support from other industries to 

source for the other components. However, competition will also come to the eco-systems as well and when you cannot compete in terms of 

price and quality, then you will have to close shop. And that is exactly what happened when China made products flood the market place. As 

it is an ongoing event even as we are hearing that Chinese factories are reluctantly moving to the interiors to benefit from a lower cost, 

competition is coming also from smaller economies that had access to cheaper raw materials. So again competition and what can we do 

then? How about innovations that make your product stand out? Yes, but you cannot command to innovate! Or maybe you can? That is 

where Reverse IR 4.0 comes into the picture. Reverse IR 4.0 is not something new but a tweaked version of Industry 4.0 which is conceived 

to help spur small industry and start-ups. How is it done?  

Well, Reverse IR 4.0 is equally at ease with digitalisation and automation. It also uses Iiot and artificial intelligence.  However, it mainly uses 

3 D printing technology to run business models and additive manufacturing for the bigger set-ups as additive manufacturing is more in tune 

with small scale manufacturing. 3 D printing is also suitable for customized orders and perhaps best going with mass customization. As 

additive manufacturing is still in its infant stage, there will be plenty of innovation coming this way, some of which we might not be able to 

imagine yet. But it will come and we should make full use of it as it is touted to revolutionise manufacturing as we know of it. Just think of it: 

conventional manufacturing is about how you hewn a block down to its design parts whilst additive manufacturing is how you add layer to 

the piece to build it up like what nature does! Existing technologies includes the artificial building up organic parts using 3 D printing and 

stem cells! One of the traps that we should not fall into is that of buying our components to install in an Industry 4.0 setting, where we would 

feel natural to buy from foreign sources as they are touted to be more reputable.  But with Reverse IR 4.0, we will recommend buy from local 

and if it is not available, then seek for local innovations or invite local experts to help solve the problem. In a way this will help to revive the 

eco-system which is an essential part of the equation if you want to talk about a robust industry structure. Not only that, the authorities will 

need to play its part with incentives so that more players come into the picture, especially those who had just graduated from higher studies. 

When you put these graduates into solving industrial problems, you inadvertently force them to learn from senior industry players which is a 

better option than what some countries sending their graduates to other advance countries to learn from so called experts. Through this 

method, you can also build up your intellectual property portfolio and make your country men proud. Again do not go out and buy from so 

called trusted sources. Since it is a revolution, there should be some experimentation as the criteria are to learn whilst doing, sort of 

apprenticing. The thing that needs most attention is that each economy is different from the rest, thus if you were to design a formula to how 

to resuscitate, you will need to take into consideration of the demographics of the country as well as its resources. But if there are no 

resources to talk about, then you need to look deeply into innovations for which when you are poor, you will come up with a solution to save 

the day. Teaching institutions are good at teaching but you can also count on them to come up with innovations because for one thing, they 

do have great resources in the many young minds that are ever so eager to help out if only given a chance. In such circumstances, teachers 

who are normally looked upon to give solutions must remain submissive so that students can break their psychological barrier to offer their 

solution. This however is not the norm because the teacher is there to teach and so they must be seen as the authority but then by turning 

the table, you will be surprised by what the student’s mind can do for innovating. Students if left to their own devices will surely do some 

naughty thinking but then again isn’t naughty thinking that brought about great innovations like bungee jumping? Positive industrial 

restructuring will be better effected if we inculcate thinking out of the box exercise because people are just plain lazy if they were entrusted 

to come up with a solution. The mind always chooses the easiest path and the result is just copy and paste. But if you want an outstanding 

economy, then better encourage contrarian thinking among its decision makers to break their psychological barrier of dare to be different. In 



a sea of average performers, the one with the break through thinking will shine above others. This is so very impactful with regards to 

embracing Industry 4.0 elements. You just don’t mean anything if you were to just copy something that originated from Germany. That is 

where Reverse IR 4.0 come into the picture for it is conceived for the small economies that made up the majority of countries. Here, size 

does not matter. Brain power does.  

 

The main tenets of Reverse IR 4.0 

1. To assist small entrepreneurs to embrace Industry 4.0 elements. 

2. To decentralise industry to move towards rural hinterlands. 

3. To instil the need for innovations and to encourage entrepreneurism. 

4. To teach small enterprises and start-up enterprises how to manufacture. 

5. To teach small enterprises and start-up enterprises how to market.  

6. To use data analytics to better relocate small manufacturing to rural regions. 

7. To serve as the de factor business advisor to small enterprises. 

8. To arrange for the best supply chain system for small enterprises operation. 

9. To undertake analytics on performance of small enterprises to suit the region. 

10.  To achieve maximum efficiency in the face of competition from bigger firms. 

 

What a mouthful of a concept; some very altruistic deliveries but achievable no doubt with stake holders taking a very out of the box 

pathway. In order to implement Reverse IR 4.0 you will need to use its implementation platform called Innovate-on-Demand made available 

through the Patentagentip.com website. 

 

How does Reverse IR 4.0 implement its technology? 

1. To assist small entrepreneurs to embrace Industry 4.0 elements.  

One of the aims of Reverse IR 4.0 is to help small enterprises and start-ups embrace Industry 4.0 elements. As we all know in order 

to implement Industry 4.0 elements like full automation, it would require a huge cost. There is also the need to integrate those 

elements into existing legacy lines which might prove tricky. And when you add robots to the assembly line, then the whole exercise 

might be beyond the small enterprise ability to pay for the upgrades. Also you will need to take into account of the increased 

production due to automation and to find the market for them. Whilst Reverse IR 4.0 also includes the embracement of Industry 4.0, 

it takes a different path. Where possible, automation will be sourced from local entities and in most cases innovation will be the call 

of the day. Local engineers who have experience in automation will be invited to pit in, innovate if they may and parts are sourced 

locally if not made to order. As for start-ups, new business models will be suggested and if there is a need to innovate, and then let it 

be. Innovate-on-Demand will be there to help design new business models using its artificial intelligence module working together 

with human inputs. In most cases, automating devices and sensors will be locally designed to prevent a runaway cost. Where ever 

possible, local engineers (some retired) will be roped into the pool of experts to help initiate designing work. As time goes, the pool 

of expertise will grow, and the experience will be tapped to help design new business models. New designs are not limited to 

physical items but also include internet businesses. Also as time goes and with Innovate-on-Demand handling design works, it will 

gather huge amount of practical experiences which will help it to pioneer the growth of small enterprises. Innovate-on-Demand is the 

only platform in the world to attempt to create innovations on demand.  Customization is also the keyword here because not every 

kind of business is suitable for each region.  Availability of raw materials and the supply chain will have to be taken into 

consideration when designing any business. Here it must be emphasised that designing business models will include the whole 

manufacturing system together with its delivery methods. Thus Innovate-on-Demand will design, install, run, test and suggest a best 

delivery model based on local availability. Delivery system will include ride hailing system available; if not then a new delivery 

system will be instituted using a start-up business. Thus, Innovate-on-Demand is more like an end to end consultant. Although its 

focus is on small enterprise and start-ups, there is no saying it will not help established firms who might be deterred at the high cost 

these foreign consultants will normally charge. 

 

2. To decentralise industry to move towards rural hinterlands. 

One of the reasons that unfettered industrialisation is to be avoided at all cost is the fact that it has given rise to urban congestions. 

When industry is encouraged in urban areas, it’s setting up normally caused people to migrate to it for jobs. It is projected by year 

2025, half the world’s population will be found in cities. What caused it? Of course it is jobs and people prefer working in cities rather 

than work in the fields which are apparently hard work. But there is another reason. If you are brought up in the rural area, the 

thinking goes that when you have grown up, you will want to find fortune far away from where you were bred. In the recent past, 

families are usually large and this is true of the rural population and this is because you need helping hands to help up in an agrarian 

community. Parents will only encourage their younger ones to go find their fortune in the cities as they would most probably demand 

their older siblings to stay and help. But time changes and you will find the family units become smaller so there is less of an 

encouragement for the younger ones to go find their fortunes in the cities. However, there is that thing called education and in most 

likely hood, you will have to move to the cities where the universities are located. So you migrate as well, leaving your parents to 



fend for them. And you do not return even after you have graduated as you have found that lucrative job in the cities! These types of 

situation has become very serious in China where the old and the very young are left abandon in villages, some very far remote and 

those who went to the towns to seek job returning home perhaps once in a year. It is indeed a serious problem, and if left unchecked 

will probably bring about social chaos and a lot of unhappiness.  This problem has also occurred in smaller economies and is made 

worse where there are no agricultural activities in the rural regions due to it being a wasteland caused by over exploitation of 

resources. Indeed it has become a big headache to governments on how to handle excessive migration to the town!  However, there 

are governments who feel that it is alright to populate their cities since they do not know how to reverse it. And fortunately there is 

Reverse IR 4.0 which is touted to stem the flow of urban migration as it has a way to re-populate the villages with entrepreneurs and 

start-ups. Seriously it is also the government’s job to not to allow the rural areas to be deserted because you just cannot build fast 

enough roads, water reservoirs and housing in the towns if people keep flooding these places. It is after all easier to take care of a 

smaller population than one that is infested with slums. Perhaps we should take another look at how to resuscitate the rural areas as 

these areas have been conveniently forgotten. If there is anything that is worth mentioning, living in the rural areas will afford you 

plenty of clean fresh air. Contrasting with the towns, you get a bigger dose of carbon monoxide derived from the exhaust discharges 

of vehicles. Again, certain areas surrounding industrial estates are heavily polluted by all sorts of industry discharges that 

governments kept silent of in fear of exodus. Health wise, it would be better to live and earn a living in the villages. People don’t 

often feel sick there and because there is very little stress there to trigger sickness. Live is simple, lay back and tieless and if you 

have to live, why do you want to move to the cities to sweat it out? So we all know that living in villages is always the better choice, 

why not upgrade the villages for a better living.  In order to help populate the rural areas with businesses, Innovate-on-Demand will 

need to scoop into the area and do research on the demographics of the place. It will also need to understand the environment and 

to know what types of resources are available there. Together with its artificial intelligence module and with the help of manual 

inputs, Innovate-on-Demand will suggest a business model for start-ups to take up. However, before such an event can happen, 

much work will have to be expanded. But then, how else would you be able to lure people to set up business in the villages. Now, if 

you have a taker for a business, then you will need to ensure that they can sell their products. Making and selling are two very 

different domains and it would be best learning step by step, handholding if available. The aim is to also teach these entrepreneurs 

how to market their products and services. This will be entrusted to use e-commerce which will first prioritised selling to the 

surrounding hinterland and then progress later to far of markets.  Although it is not the norm to relocate to the rural areas, 

industrialist, big and small must view it as a better option least they are blamed for costing congestions and contributing to an inferior 

type of living. So must governments take the cue because it would be easier to build right rather than to go about curing ills. 

Innovate-on-Demand will give industrialist a new look and to see other possibilities that they could not see before. 

 

3. To instil the need for innovations and to encourage entrepreneurism. 

Chief Executives everywhere knows that in order to continue competing there must innovate otherwise they will surely fall into the 

have been.  They are spot on and in today’s fast business pace brought about by the internet; you must never be caught napping. 

Innovation is a strange thing to the human species. Innovating means to change and do a different thing. And generally, we don’t 

like changes and if we have a choice, we will not want to change and least of all not to be seen to have changed. On the other side 

there are people who actually yean to be able to innovate especially those who have to endue on a dead end path. But how do you 

spark innovations?  Can you innovate on demand? You normally can’t force an innovation but you could trigger a thought and ask 

yourself why you can’t do it this or that way. Go further and visualise yourself doing it the new way and lo and behold, you will find 

yourself starting on the path of innovation. Before you even realised it, you are seeding for an innovation. Well, it is really that simple 

but you will need to first of all act different. Think different and act different and continue doing so until you have solidified your 

thoughts. Even more important, you must be proud of what you think, and never bothered if others were to taunt you for your silly 

thoughts.   

 

If we were to look at former giants like Kodak, Nokia and Xerox, we will see that it was their managements that ignored changes. 

Kodak had actually built a digital camera but had been very comfortable with their film business as well. So no need to change as it 

is an easier path to take. They were well put paid when digital cameras went off with gusto as they were coupled to hand phones. 

And history was made. The same goes for Nokia who at one time had thirty eight percent of the world hand phone market. How did 

that happen even as we are aware that there were actually innovations then? Perhaps again blame it on the management; when 

you are big, you don’t think you will be beaten, ever. Innovations is the blood for renewals and for any business, renewals in any 

form will be able to thrust the company forward. Indeed, you will need innovations to beat off your competitors. In fact companies 

should treat innovations close to their heart. Industrial espionage is well and thriving. Let of your guards and you will find others 

beating you off the race. Seriously, innovation should be your mantra if your competitor comes aggressively drum beating at your 

door. If you could not trigger innovation even as you eagerly pursue it, then you will need Innovate-on-Demand as it is the first of its 

kind artificial intelligence imbued conception engine to spark of inventions and innovations. Like what its name suggest, Innovate-on-

Demand will do for you innovations at the click of the button. Actually it will take some time to come up with a suggestion as it will 

have to refer to human help. Of course before it could offer a suggestion, it will need to access your capability and the kind of 

production you are comfortable with. But it is a suggestion engine no less. It also has to take into consideration the existent of other 

industries in the region as well as well as competitors and their prices. The engine is also being fed by real time events that might 

make a difference to any suggestions. It is concurrently manned by manual decisions that are derived from seasoned innovators 

who are in the grid so to speak. Together with Big Data Analytics, Innovate-on-Demand is the tool to get to spur your business to 

new growth. Innovate-on-Demand will also continue to monitor your activities so that it will also serve as your personal concierge 

and will even tell you when something is not right. Ever since people used drones to take beautiful aerial pictures, it has been 

ascertained that a flying drone imbued with a stabilised camera can see with great detail. Innovate-on-Demand is that drone that will 



give you a very good image of what is going on in the market place. And with such great features, Innovate-on-Demand will certainly 

be of help in luring young students to go into being an entrepreneur. Well and good because we have a legacy problem with our 

teaching system producing job seekers. Fortunately there is a trend now for millennials to seek a new path to be their own boss as 

they are ever ready to experiment. Hope that the trend will help spark more business ideas, be they of the physical or the intangible 

kind. As one of the important tenets of Innovate-on-Demand is to produce more entrepreneurs, hoping that more youths will get to 

know about what tool is available for them to pursue the course of entrepreneurism.  

 

Entrepreneurism is a challenge. You challenge yourself that you can do a business. For that you will have to believe that you have 

that fortitude to persevere on a journey that most would want to avoid. Entrepreneurs that are by choice do believe that they would 

get a prize at the end of their journey but if the prize is not at hand, they would be satisfied that they tried their best and probably 

also think that after all it is a journey where you will get to learn about yourself regardless of all those difficulties that you have to 

overcome. When it comes to the type of business that you would choose, there would be moments that you ask yourself would it be 

the right choice but you would then proceed with it thinking that you could always make a choice if things don’t turn right. 

Unfortunately, you can’t change your business that easily as you would have to consider the time already spent and your credibility. 

That was probably true in the distant past but we are now in the internet age where things can change in lightning  speed and it 

would not be advisable for you to continue your business even if it lead you nowhere. Change is the only constant and you can 

change your business as long as you know what you are doing. However, if you are two minds about the kind of business best for 

you, you could always rely on Innovate-on-Demand to suggest one for you. Think of Innovate-on-Demand as the big brother who 

knows what is happening around as it have access to a wide range of issues that is not available to you. For that, thanks to Big Data 

Analytics and business intelligence made available for the small entity and start-ups. As we know that business is dynamic in nature, 

what leads you here might not lead you into the future. With the help of Innovate-on-Demand, you will at least have a knowledge 

partner that is able to know what is trending which otherwise you would hard press for that knowledge. A little bit of beauty about 

Innovate-on-Demand; it tracks on a real time basis on flow of resources, prices, environment, technology, politics and many others. 

Besides, it is also capable of machine learning so it knows about machines and the latest research and developments.  

 

4. To teach small enterprises and start-up enterprises how to manufacture.  

Innovate-on-Demand is mantra on the concept of teaching you how to fish instead of giving you a fish for the day. Since it can 

suggest to you the business model and the manufacturing setup, it will also guide you as to where to setup your business and 

the intricacies of manufacturing. There are different needs when you are manufacturing in the rural areas and one of the most 

important things is where your market is? Innovate-on-Demand prioritises small scale manufacturing and small markets. As its 

focus is to encourage the setting up of manufacturing in the rural areas which invariably is small in size, it will take into 

consideration of the special needs of small scale manufacturing. Things like over production will have to look into as to avoid 

stock piling which is detrimental to small businesses. Supply chains will have to suit the demands of micro and small 

businesses. So too is the delivery model. Unlike conventional systems that are designed around conventional manufacturing, a 

new format of supply chain will have to be put in place. Now, if Innovate-on-Demand is the central authority for these small 

manufacturing and micro businesses, then it will take the role of organising the whole business of supply chain and deliveries, 

using real time knowledge on the supply and demand side and arranging for adequate just in time type of ware housing 

including dual purpose mobile warehousing/delivery modelling. The main idea here is efficiency which is very important to the 

small entrepreneurs whom should not depend on the conventional model. Digitisation and Iiot will bring the small entrepreneurs 

better compete with the bigger guys. Deliveries using two wheelers of the ride hailing kind would help small item being 

delivered to its customers in double quick time and at minimal cost.  

 

Small manufacturing is in a class of its own as there are different demands compared to the conventional kind. Small in quantity 

but capable of undertaking customisation will be the hall mark of rural manufacturing. Customisation will be the new trend and it 

certainly is the new norm due to the emerging demands of millennials who has different habits to that of the rest of us. 

Millennials are known to be very independent in their thinking and they do prefer buying a product that caters to their 

preference. Small producers can take advantage of 3D printing and additive manufacturing to entertain millennials and the 

younger sets with their customised requests. Although small manufacturing are encouraged to set up their production in the 

rural areas, with the advent of customisation, it is also possible to cater to far away urban clients with the use of ride hailing 

vehicles. One of the most promising businesses that will take advantage of 3D printing and ride hailing deliveries will be the 

quick customised food business. Under this category you have customised cakes and cookies, lunch and dinner foods and 

caterings. The food scene will change and small manufacturers will find comfort to the fact they will have a captured market 

whether they operate in villages or urban areas. And food is a big business as attest to the huge number of fast food joints that 

are sprouting up all over the places. But the fast food business will see a change with the coming of customised food made to 

order; no more having to choose from readymade ones as you can customize to your satisfaction. With 3 D printing you can 

print a cake of your own design and one piece at that or you can choose to mass print it according to your requirement. Not 

only that, you can also order a sneaker of your own design and have it printed in an hour and have it delivered to you within the 

day via ride hailing services. Personal designs, how nice and if you need to clean it, just send it back and the printer will have it 

refurbished for you! What would you pay for that service then? Priceless, but you can afford it as it is your own shoe, nobody 

else has it!  With help of Innovate-on-Demand, manufacturing won’t give you a headache because you get a reliable partner 

who not only help you with the design and process, it will also help you to market it.   

 

5. To teach small enterprises and start-up enterprises how to market.  



Seriously speaking, marketing is not used to what it is like before. With the advent of internet, marketing has now developed 

into a whole new game with marketers know who they are marketing to and also know what the reaction is when the customer 

receives the good. There is no shooting blank now and because of that, people who wish to market, and who does not, will 

have to learn new things that were not taught in management courses. Now, it is not only that you will be taught how to 

manufacture via the Innovate-on-Demand; you will also be handheld on how to market. You will be pointed as to where be the 

best market to penetrate for a start and thence to develop further to penetrate other markets. But the priority is the near market 

and you will need to do so even if you are thinking of global market as the young but confident would want to think. Near market 

is important because it is accessible and delivery is fast. Successfully penetrating the near market (within a radius of twenty 

miles) will give you that important confidence that you need to go further but if you fail, then there is always Innovate-on-

Demand to seek help. Remember, Innovate-on-Demand keeps track of their clients so if there is anything that is not right, you 

will be cautioned and then things pointed to you for remediation. How nice this Innovate-on-Demand thing! Certainly performs 

more than a personal concierge. First of its kind in the world and probably to be unreservedly copied and might as well, 

otherwise we won’t know how good it is.  

 

As far as marketing is concerned, every market is not the same, so Innovate-on-Demand will make a study of that particular 

market before recommending what to do. It will use Big Data analytics to predict the trend in a particular region. It will then test 

the market by sending out feelers via the social media to get a feel of the habits and thinking of that particular market place 

whilst also making a study of its surrounding market to get a bigger picture.  Fully digitalised, Innovate-on-Demand will then 

integrate all its capture into a whole. The idea is since business is dynamic in nature, what happens in one place might have an 

effect in another place. So a big picture auger well for a peek at what is trending and a prediction of what will happen in another 

place. Again, first of its kind in the world: a picture for marketing purposes that companies like Google and Amazon should have 

been providing.  

 

As Innovate-on-Demand is focusing on new entrepreneurs, it has taken the duty to help train these newbies the art of 

marketing in the internet era. Part and parcel of being able to market well is of course to maintain a website. In rural regions 

where people are not so tech savvy, maintaining a web presence is not the norm. However, because of peer pressure, some of 

these rural folks have been indoctrinated that if they want success, then they need to have an internet presence and even 

better learn how to design a webpage. It was found that many small enterprises do not maintain a website, thinking that it is 

troublesome to do so. Some, because they don’t seem to treat web maintenance as a necessary expense, will only use 

Facebook as their sole media of advertising but hopefully people will begin to change in their thinking that if they are not ready 

to spend, then they will not reap. A famous Chinese saying “small money don’t go out, big money won’t come in! And the 

Chinese are reputed to be good in businessmen; so it is better to follow them rather than follow your Twitter personalities.  As 

for training, Innovate-on-Demand will only offer some online training and where circumstances dictate, real hands on training 

could be arrange with local experts in e-marketing. But generally, the training provided by Innovate-on-Demand is adequate as 

it only give training that is designed to suit the locality or the place where you would want to market. As marketing is one of the 

most important aspects to doing a successful business, Innovate-on-Demand will prioritise tracking so that it has a very good 

knowledge of what the client is doing. Data collected from the marketing exercise can help others who might want to do a 

business in that locality in the future. If Innovate-on-Demand is aware that particular business is not doing well in that locality, 

then it will not recommend that kind of business anymore for anyone who wishes to chip in at a later date. This in a way is 

termed smart management and could you imagine what it can do when it have a whole picture of the country? It will of course 

bring about efficiency in resource planning and will help prevent wastage, especially of the monetary kind! For small economies 

that are adversely threatened by advance economies, it really matters when you are talking about some countries that had 

unwittingly fell into debt to richer countries.   

 

Another thing that is of importance is you must understand the market that you wished to tap. Understanding may include going 

to the ground to do a small survey or it could mean having a discussion with the local authorities to learn of the legal issues 

pertained to that locality. Knowing how much revenue the local authority collects also gives an idea of the market size in terms 

of buying power. So where possible, going to the ground to survey is a very important step but it is also very costly, so 

someone got to foot the bill then. Do it right the first time is also important as it would help save on resources, so survey must 

be done, even if it is not an expansive survey. It would be a good mantra to expect a market to change. Yes, never ever think 

that the market will not change as you are comfortable with the good times. Often businesses are not prepared for negative turn 

on events and when they are caught sleeping, they would normally have not enough of capital put away for that rainy day and 

thus suffer the consequences of a down turn. Fortunately, with Innovate-on-Demand, you will have a reliable partner who keeps 

a close tab of market conditions, in and around you by having regular meetings with the financial institutions and market 

researchers to sense the trends.  

 

6. To use data analytics to better relocate small manufacturing to rural regions. 

Data are all around us but if only we were to go out and collect it and to analyse it to get a better meaning of event happening, 

we will not be able to profit from it. As we are moving into a data run world, we will need to implement a data sourcing regime 

that will keep us well informed. Even though data it touted to be the next gold standard, we will not need to go out to collect any 

data that comes our way. For marketing, we will only need to collect and in some instances procure them only when they are 

relevant. As the exercise will incur expenses, we have to be able to nail the relevant ones but also not to forget data is only 

relevant if they are current. For any country, it would be best if there is a central authority that will collate and deposit such data 



as we enter the data driven world. Such authority should also be legally sanctioned and there should also be punitive measures 

should there be a misuse. Data Bank if you may term it, will form a valuable asset to small economies as at present most of the 

data is in the hand of disparate bodies that make analysing a difficult job as assessing them will need barrier breaking. Perhaps 

Innovate-on-Demand can assume that role for a start before a sanction Data Bank is established. Governments should take 

note here.  

Now how is that having an entity to plan for the setting up of manufacturing in the rural areas can benefit the state? As we are 

aware of, there are statutory bodies that do planning and sanctioned approvals for the types of industry that investors want to 

invest in. However, these authorities do not keep track of the happenings as to the industry viability and cash churning abilities 

which will do no good for the country, especially when there is a down turn in the economy. It must be said that it is equally 

important to keep track of those who are successful and also to those who have failed. We will need to analyse why things fail 

as it is important so that we don’t have a repeat. And where failures are concerned, we will find many reasons, some of them 

might not be a positive reflection on the government’s management ability. We should not have things being swept under the 

carpet so that we can put up a better show. Such things are normally done when we are hard pressed to attract foreign 

investors. But if we want progress, then we have to bite the bullet and tell all and sundry about our inadequacies so that we are 

more forthwith in redressing those short comings. In that respect, Innovate=on-Demand would want to play that role of 

meaningful analysing of ground conditions as it goes around helping small industries to tap unto the rural hinterlands. Bear in 

mind that Innovate-on-Demand also tasked itself to design and suggest a suitable product and service that is suited for the 

region, after having made a survey on the suitability of the candidate.  

 

There are a lot of reasons why a certain industry is suitable for a certain location. Things like availability of raw resources, 

human capital, logistics and markets will be keyed into the system, together with the capability of the candidate to take up the 

project, plus the aptitude of the candidate and other relevant information.  After which the engine will go to work to make a 

suggestion, partly made with the help of inputs from domain expects, its huge data base and the artificial intelligence module. 

When making a business model suggestion, Innovate-on-Demand will wherever possible spin a suggestion that has innovative 

elements as it is programmed to be bias on it. Utilising its huge data base which is constantly updated with new product and 

services developments, together with its artificial intelligence module, Innovate-on-Demand will spin out a suggestion but before 

it is posted to its client, it will however be vetted by domain experts to see whether it is logical. The suggestions might be 

tweaked by the domain experts in case the artificial intelligence (AI) generated suggestion doesn’t look doable. So the path is 

first the AI spins a suggestion, then vetted by experts in the field, then may be tweaked and then post suggestion to the client. 

Further communications and discussion between the client and Innovate-on-Demand will ensue until the client is ready to 

accept the suggestion. When the suggestion has been accepted, then Innovate-on-Demand will go to work out the most 

practical way to launch the project. There will be a human manager to oversee the project. Of course there will be a cost to the 

whole exercise which the client has to bear. When the project proceeds, then Innovate-on-Demand will keep track of all further 

development. When parameters are breached, Innovate-on-Demand will inform the project manager to give appropriate advice 

for remediation.  

 

7. To serve as the de factor business advisor to small enterprises. 

As Innovate-on-Demand increases its client base, there will be a analysing to be done on the viability of the various types of 

businesses done in the different localities. Analytics will be done on why certain business is doing well and the reason for that, 

having taken into consideration market conditions and human capabilities. There will also be analysis done on why certain 

businesses fail as well as those that are between the borders. Having such data will make Innovate-on-Demand very useful as 

it will become the authority on business processes and their viabilities. As Innovate-on-Demand increases its client base, it will 

be able to give appropriate advisories to whoever is involved in businesses, especially for manufacturing and small scale 

enterprises.  

How is Innovate-on-Demand useful as a business advisor? 

First of all, Innovate-on-Demand is not an ordinary platform. It is the only business platform that is able to generate business 

idea on demand. This is because it has a large data base of business process and manufacturing techniques that is culled from 

existing clients and research institutions. It also collects info from various industry sectors and performs real time analysis on 

the performance of each industry. Moreover, Innovate-on-Demand is imbued with both an artificial intelligence module and a 

human expert input that makes it the best business consultant. There has never been a thing like this although there are 

artificial intelligent engine that is capable of business proposals. The real value of Innovate-on-Demand is that it has at the back 

end human experts whose job is to feed in innovative business ideas. It is then very valuable to the entrepreneur and like a 

consultant; it will be able to guide its clients on what best to do. Innovate-on-Demand specialises in 3 D printing techniques and 

additive manufacturing. Why in this sector you may ask? Well, for a start, 3 D printing is suitable for small amount of production. 

For a rural business, where sales are often low in volume, 3 D printing just fits the bill.  We would also assume that rural 

businesses are not run full time; as sales are low, there is no need to run production full time. And when the businessman 

doesn’t have to do production, they can do other things, so they do not need to have a large workforce. But when you are 

small, it does not mean that you will not expand, just that you are versatile enough to expand your operation when there is a 

need for it. Again, 3 D printing is suitable for small, one man operated setups. And would you say that 3 D printing is not high 

tech? No, certainly not because 3 D printing can use very sophisticated technologies like those that are designed to print 

human organs! The day will also come when additive manufacturing can also take care of mass manufacturing like that of car 

assembly lines. The other great advantage of additive manufacturing is that they are better suited to take care of customised 

orders. A day will come when we no more want to buy from retails because we rather choose to be different and to buy a 



customised item that is to our taste. Retails would need to also cater to customised orders if they want to survive but they are of 

course burdened by paying rentals whilst those who operate via an e-commerce website get to save money by operating from 

their homes. Yes, there will be changes coming to retailing. Already shopping malls are retooling to focus on eatery and 

recreational activities instead of retailing. As if e-tailing is not doing enough harm to normal retailing, now we have 

customisation dealing a death blow to retailers. Now, millennials and the younger ones who are more independent than their 

predecessors would like to relish on easy and quick custom ordering as they can buy things that suit their lifestyle. If you can 

provide customised orders, you can also charge more for it, so even if you have to produce smaller quantities, you can still 

make do with a higher sales price. Thus, moving back to the rural areas might not be that stupid after all. For all intents, you will 

breadth better air and experience less stress when you live in the villages as compared to if you earn a living in the city states. 

And you get to be your own boss at that! 

There is one other thing that if you operate in the rural areas you would not be able to access. That is consultancy or business 

consultancy or if you want to enquire about if your machines run into problems. The fact is that consultants don’t work in the 

rural areas because they would not be able to get enough of clients in the rural hinterland.  

 

8. Structuring the best supply chain system for small enterprise operation. 

Re-industrialisation of the rural region is never heard of mainly because we only talk about the urban areas where facilities are 

aplenty and the required workforce willingly comes searching for jobs. However, the picture of industries sprouting out in the 

rural areas is quite a different story. Unlike in the urban areas, we will probably be hard pressed to find transports, ware houses 

and the eco-system to serve these new industries. But a start has to be made and we will have to look for a scaled down 

versions of supply chain players especially structured for the villages. In this respect, start-ups will be highly encouraged to 

touch base with the rural industry. Innovate-on-Demand will be the most suitable facilitator to bring these scaled down version 

of supply chain players to the villages. Enterprises will be encouraged to set up shops here but it would not be that difficult to 

ask big firms to set up branches in the rural areas if you are knowledgeable that there will be industries coming to rural areas. 

Small scale ware-housing that is digitally linked to their urban cousins will help small industries to have an efficient and fast 

supply chain network. As it is anticipated that many of the new industry players is going to work on a small scale basis, there is 

a need to be able to stock small amounts of raw sources in the rural areas such that the manufacturing will be able to benefit 

from just in time supplies. It is however not possible to stock everything so only those main items that move fast. By way of 

Innovate-on-Demand servicing many clients, it would be in a good position to act as the central coordinator of the flow of raw 

sources and finished products and also to help the setting up of supply chains in strategic areas to reduce bottle necks. Setting 

up of manufacturing in the rural regions might not see support from economists and governments but then we are talking about 

a strategic move to reverse some of the ills of unfettered industrialisation. There will certainly be less of working at economy of 

scale but more of retaining the social wellbeing that has been eroded when people started to move to urban areas in search of 

jobs.  

 

There is however a problem that will take some time to be resolve. We are talking about the poor internet services in the rural 

regions. Digital lines are normally of a low bandwidth in the villages and this has created problems if you have to depend on 

cloud computing to manage your services. But cloud computing will help save on expenses as vital facilities are shared among 

the users. Imagine all these new industries in the rural region are coordinated in some way. It is then possible to share some of 

the expensive operational items and even manufacturing processes unlike when there is no coordination. Component and 

services sharing might be an important part of Innovate-on-Demand platform, something we would like to term smart 

manufacturing in the rural setting; you never thought possible, right. So with Innovate-on-Demand, many things are possible, 

some of them you might not associate with rural industry.  

 

 

9. To achieve maximum efficiency in the face of competition from bigger firms. 

An interesting issue is competition and when you are talking about competition you will need to talk about economies of scale; 

the bigger the more efficient and can offer a better price. So how could the rural industry that is structurally small in size 

compete with the bigger guys who enjoy the benefit of Industry 4.0 elements? It is obviously difficult to compete on those terms. 

That is why governments and authorities all over the world are very worried their industries go about not embracing Industry 

4.0. But it need not be unless you embrace Reverse IR 4.0 and its derivatives. Why then? Now, let us refresh on what we have 

discuss on unfettered industrialisation. Because there was very little strategic planning, we have allowed industries to bloom in 

urban areas. It was however more of a natural to set up industries in urban areas as labour, of the cheap kind is readily 

available because people choose to migrate to towns to seek a living. So we have more and more people moving to the cities 

to live, mainly motivated because people considered themselves to have improved level of living if they deposit themselves 

near to where the crowd is. The reason is the bigger the crowd, the better the amenities and so better living conditions. Bear in 

mind that there are no power, no clean water and no transport in some of those remote areas till today. Why then would you 

want to stay? So, urban migration continues today, even at a greater pace because there is a “revolution” there as people are 

able to enjoy more leisure time doing what they yearn to do when the robots take over those mundane job of theirs! 

 

Unaware to most people, when you have more people chasing after a limited amount of resources, you will then have to pay a 

higher price for the things that you are chasing. Inflation is what they called it and in some really dense habitats, inflationary 

pressures shoot through the roof giving rise to a deterioration of living conditions. Equally of concerned is the sky high price for 

some of that land price that people have to pay. Thus factory land becomes expensive and cost of living goes up and what else 



have you. In contrast, living in the villages remains stable with very little upward movement in prices. So comparatively 

speaking, it would cost more to do business in the towns than to do business in the rural areas. So go live in the villages; it is 

better on a lot of counts. So also set your manufacturing in the villages and benefit from a less hectic lifestyle!  For one of 

obtaining maximum efficiency and paying lower cost, it has become viable to set up shop in the villages and run it from there. 

That is what Reverse IR 4.0 is all about. Making a reverse turn, go set up in rural settings and comes up better able to compete 

with the bigger boys without having to face stressful decisions and best of all, you don’t need to jostle your way to get your 

meals.  

 

Traditionally, doing business in the towns is always the better choice as compared to doing business in the rural areas. You will 

normally employ more people in the towns as businesses grow and in the town it does grow. When a business grows in size, 

there is a tendency to over employ. But when you face with a slowdown then you will find it problematic to downsize your 

workforce, so you keep them hoping that the business will outlast the bad times. In terms of efficiency, when you have a large 

work force, you will become inefficient as there is more duplication of duties. In contrast, rural businesses are always lean and 

short on manpower and so people normally take up multiple duties which do increase their efficiencies. However, with the 

advent of automation and the employment of robots, you will first have to employ people that are knowledgeable to handle all 

these new toys which will certainly add to your cost. Whilst some set-up work seems to work and others don’t, by and large you 

will need time to get the thing going smoothly. But it will certainly add to your cost. And if it doesn’t work or worse give you 

headache, then it will cost you more in downtime. That is why it would be highly recommended that you use Reverse Industry 

Revolution 4.0 to help you to go automatic for a very simple reason in that it will always recommend using localised services 

and parts that designed locally.  The end game is always low cost as the platform is centric on helping small firms and start-ups 

to be able to compete with their established cousins. Reverse Industrial Revolution 4.0 is also centric on innovations, and this is 

not only available for the small enterprises, but also for the bigger guys as you can’t innovate even if you want to. Innovation on 

demand is possible with the Reverse platform because it is run on artificial intelligence coupled with human intelligence. And it 

is not easily replicable where innovation is concerned. Out in the wilderness they always look up to the experts to come up with 

innovations. Unfortunately the more you press people (assuming that you can’t do it yourself) to come up with innovative ideas, 

the more they fail to do so. To Reverse Industrial Revolution 4.0 platform, innovation is both an art and a science and so it is 

very valuable, something like clicking a button to initiate innovation and you get it after a while.  

 

What is in store for the future? 

The nearest thing we can see is that small economies will have a good partner as far as meaningful economic progress is 

concerned. And to achieve progress, you do not need to follow the strong and the well-endowed. Indeed it would not be good 

to follow blindly as small economies are structurally different and so are their needs. Do not ever just for convenience sake go 

and buy from the selves as it is most likely that the product was designed with the bigger guys in mind. Some small economies 

are so short of capable minds that they would rather spent money on buying foreign products with the view that foreign 

products must be good. They might be good but not suitable. The other part of the equation is that small economies by and 

large do not do enough of research and development, or perhaps there is no money for it that they have become subservient to 

the bigger economies to supply technology. In this respect, Reverse Industry Revolution 4.0 is there to help them wean off this 

dependency and to initiate the building up of an eco-system that more than ever makes use of localised resources. In 

retrospection, there was an eco-system no matter even smallish before but was decayed once China made products come 

crashing into the market as a one or two dollars type of imports. There is indeed the need of a lot of reversing before small 

economies get back their glorious days. And one of the main issue is the competitiveness of the local industries which went 

south as more and more of the cheap products from low cost producers were brought in by local people who thought and 

maybe could not give a damn as long as they made money. It was also unfortunate that at the time, a lot of American money 

was invested in China such that it made China the factory to the world. When China achieved the revered caption of factory to 

the world, it meant that the rest of the world, including the United States need not do any more production!  And indeed many 

countries was at a lost when they realised that their economies were eroded to the extent that they will need to buy from China 

goods that they have before produced! One good example was the almost complete disappearance of casual shoe 

manufacturing outfits in Malaysia who was before noted as a prime producer of rubber shoes for the world. Instead of 

producing shoes, Malaysia is now exporting her rubber to China and importing rubber shoes made in China! The same thing is 

also happening with American made products which of course is seldom made in the US but made in China and brought back 

to the American market, usually at a high mark-up cost that Americans are made to pay! So that is why we have trade wars. 

There is a lot of imbalance and there is now a need to reverse those imbalances so that we have a more harmonious world. 

And the top of that agenda-resuscitate your local industries with technology and innovations that is more in tune with Industry 

4.0. We can’t afford not to or else hell will break loose as politicians go all out to make others scapegoats.  

 

 Is this reversible you might ask. Yes, indeed it is reversible but only if you put in a different strategy and that strategy is no 

more than going out there to revive your industry. Of course the strategy is not that simple because we will need to pump in 

money to encourage new players to take up manufacturing. But manufacturing is not the only thing that we have to encourage 

as we will also need to encourage industry to be set up in the rural areas because of its inherent lower cost and at the same 

time; we have to teach the young how to manufacture and also how to sell. For new players we do not encourage new small 

players to look to the world for their market. We tell them to look for market that is close to them as it would also be easier to 

reach and manageable to deliver.   



              What about the future if we embrace Reverse IR 4.0? 

           

 

                                                                              

                                                                                      simple life in harmony with nature   

 

 

              Indeed, we will have less polluted air to breadth, more spaces to do what we like and also a more entrepreneurial society capable 

              of fending for  themselves. Besides, our industries will have more innovations and be more competitive such that we won’t have to 

              be worried if others were to dump  their products into our country. Moreover, people will feel confident that they can take care of  

              themselves as they have become job creators instead of moving to the cities to seek for jobs. Technology wise, the society will be 

              so proud as they can now showcase their technology imbued with full connectivity and also capable of being run by robots. It is the 

             fervent wish of mankind to have servants to take care of their work and having robots to do that will be the ultimate of what mankind  

             can achieve, Period. 
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